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While plasmas using mixtures of SF6, C4F8, and Ar are widely used in deep silicon etching, very

few studies have linked the discharge parameters to etching results. The authors form such linkages

in this report. The authors measured the optical emission intensities of lines from Ar, F, S, SFx, CF2,

C2, C3, and CS as a function of the percentage C4F8 in the gas flow, the total gas flow rate, and the

bias power. In addition, the ion current density and electron temperature were measured using a

floating Langmuir probe. For comparison, trenches were etched of various widths and the trench

profiles (etch depth, undercut) were measured. The addition of C4F8 to an SF6/Ar plasma acts to

reduce the availability of F as well as increase the deposition of passivation film. Sulfur combines

with carbon in the plasma efficiently to create a large optical emission of CS and suppress optical

emissions from C2 and C3. At low fractional flows of C4F8, the etch process appears to be controlled

by the ion flux more so than by the F density. At large C4F8 fractional flows, the etch process

appears to be controlled more by the F density than by the ion flux or deposition rate of passivation

film. CF2 and C2 do not appear to cause deposition from the plasma, but CS and other carbon

containing molecules as well as ions do. VC 2014 American Vacuum Society.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4880800]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmas using mixtures of SF6, C4F8, and Ar are widely

used in deep silicon etching. Such deep silicon etch processes

are generally via either the time-multiplexed (“Bosch”)

approach or a continuous etch.1,2 These gas mixtures are

important in that that they can be used to produce

flat-bottomed trench profiles with minimal undercut along the

sidewalls at respectable aspect ratios (AR defined as trench

depth/width1–4). Pure sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) plasmas pro-

duce large quantities of atomic fluorine (F) that is used to

quickly etch silicon.1–4 When SF6 plasma is used to etch sili-

con, it typically results in etch profiles that are isotropic in na-

ture because the etch process is primarily chemical.

Perfluorocyclobutane (C4F8) plasmas produce large quantities

of deposition precursors and are used to deposit fluorocarbon

film on the silicon surface.5,6 These films can slow the etch-

ing of the silicon and can themselves be etched by atomic F

under ion bombardment.1–3,7 As a result, when these two

gases are mixed, they act synergistically to produce aniso-

tropic trench profiles through a complex etch-inhibitor

mechanism.8 To optimize such a system, it would be benefi-

cial to better understand the complex chemical kinetics.

Unfortunately, there is very little published diagnostic work

on plasmas containing a mixture of all three gases (see, for

example, Refs. 9–13). As a result, little information is avail-

able on the gas phase chemical kinetics or plasma parameters

variations occurring in these plasmas either for comparison to

models or for guiding experimental work.

To gain a better understanding of the complex chemical

kinetics in deep silicon etch, here we focus on the diagnos-

tics of continuous SF6/C4F8/Ar plasmas. The chemical

kinetics and plasma parameters of discharges produced in

both gases (individually) has been studied by a variety of

means over an extended period of time.1–6,14–16 While those

studies include spectroscopic investigations of the individual

gases only a few studies exist of plasmas containing the

complete mixtures. In addition, while plasmas containing

the individual gases have been modeled,14–16 models of the

complete mixtures have not been published to date. For

example: the gas phase reaction chemistries have been stud-

ied via Global Models to simulate the molecule, ion, and

electron densities and electron temperature arising from

complex gas and surface phase reaction sets;14–16 however,

to our knowledge, the gas mixture of SF6/C4F8/Ar used in a

continuous etch process has not been fully investigated.

We present in this article the plasma parameters, optical

spectrums, and resulting etch profiles obtained from plasmasa)Electronic mail: rlb043000@utdallas.edu
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in mixtures of SF6/C4F8/Ar. Two primary plasma diagnostics

were used: a floating Langmuir probe called a “Wise

Probe,”17 and real time optical emission spectroscopy

(OES).18,19 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used

to inspect the resulting trench profiles and correlate to the

plasma state. The gas mixture was analyzed by changing the

percent flow of C4F8 in SF6 as well as the total flow rate

while keeping other variables constant. (Those other varia-

bles include the plasma power, reactor pressure, RF bias

power, and chuck temperature.) We further examined the

effects of varying the RF bias power on the plasma state and

trench profiles. This allowed us to explore the dependencies

of various species (ions and neutrals) over a wide parameter

space including the gas mixture range where the ion

enhanced inhibitor etch process was optimized.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Plasma reactor

The etching experiments were performed in a Versaline

Plasma Processing System (VPPS).20 The VPPS is a multi-

purpose etcher, which can operate in either deep silicon etch

or “standard” configurations. The difference is primarily the

insertion (or not) of a dielectric spacer and “focus ring,”

which moves the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source

further from the wafer chuck. Deep silicon etching uses a

time-multiplexed process also called the “Bosch” process,

where the etch proceeds in a cyclic fashion. (Each cycle has

a deposition period and one or more etch periods of short

time duration.21,22) The “standard” configuration can also be

used to etch silicon. It allows one to use the same gases; but

the ICP source is more closely situated to the wafer chuck

and the gas flows are constant (rather than time-multi-

plexed). The reactor volume is approximately 15.2 L in this

configuration. All results in this report were obtained using

this standard configuration.

Figure 1 shows the internal layout of the VPPS in the

standard configuration. The ICP source sits approximately

100 mm above the level of the wafer chuck. The ICP source

is powered at a frequency of 2 MHz with a maximum power

input of 3 kW. It consists of three turns of 6.4 mm copper

tubing that run circumferentially along the top side-wall of

the reactor. The wafer chuck can also be powered

(capacitively coupled) but at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and

a maximum power of 600 W. It is designed for 100 mm

wafers and water cooled with a temperature range of

10–60 �C. In contrast, the reactor wall temperature can be

controlled between 20 and 180 �C.

Gases available in this VPPS were perfluorocyclobutane

(C4F8), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), argon (Ar), oxygen (O2),

and trifluoromethane (CHF3) with their respective maximum

flow rates of 645, 633, 93, 94, and 106 sccm.20 All gases

used in this study were clean room grade ultrapure 99.999%.

Feed gas enters from a gas inlet at the top of the reactor and

exits by way of a throttle valve and turbo molecular pump at

the turbo exhaust port. The maximum controllable pressure

for the VPPS was 100 mTorr.20

A 15-min oxygen clean was performed between each

experiment to remove polymer off the sidewalls of the reac-

tor, minimize contamination, and preserve repeatability from

run to run. The settings used were: pressure at 10 mTorr, O2

gas flow rate at 50 sccm, ICP power at 800 W, bias power at

10 W, wall temperature at 150 �C chuck temperature was at

10 �C, and helium “back-side” pressure at 3 Torr.

Finally, the following reactor settings were used in all of

the experiments reported here: Pressure at 7 mTorr, ICP

power at 750 W, wall temperature at 150 �C, chuck tempera-

ture at 10 �C, and helium “back-side” pressure at 3 Torr. We

varied three parameters: The percent flow of C4F8 in SF6/Ar

from 0 to 91% (Sec. III A), total flow from 22 to 110 sccm

(Sec. III B), and bias power from 0 to 50 W (Sec. III C).

B. Sample preparation

Trench structures were patterned on 300 mm wafers,

using a silicon dioxide (SiO2) hard-mask approximately

1.8 lm thick. The 300 mm wafers were manually cleaved

into sections having dimensions of 10� 15 mm. The trench

pattern on each sample consisted of a series of 12 trenches,

85 lm long, equally spaced by a distance of 1.7 lm. The

trench widths varied in a nonstandard fashion ranging from a

maximum of 2.0 lm (T1) to a minimum of 0.53 lm (T12).

Samples were inserted into the reactor through the load

lock system shown in Fig. 1. Samples were placed on a 100

mm carrier wafer with Dow CorningVR 340 silicone heat sink

compound to maximize heat transfer from the sample to the

carrier wafer. To minimize fluorine scavenging, the 100 mm

carrier wafers were coated with a low temperature SiO2 pro-

tective layer up to 4–5 lm thick. Carrier wafers without

samples were used in all gas phase diagnostics experiments.

C. Optical emission spectroscopy

A Verity Instruments (Model SD1024D) spectrometer

was used to measure the optical spectrums and Spectra

ViewTM (Verity Instruments) was used to postprocess the

data. The SD1024D employs a CCD array, which allows one

to record a low resolution (0.5 nm) optical emission spec-

trum every 20 ms. (Each spectrum covered from �240 nm to

800 nm.) The SD1024D was connected to the VPPS reactor

chamber through a fiber optic cable attached to an external

viewing port along the reactor wall using a GE214 quartz
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the VPPS in the standard configuration. The

fiber optic input for OES used the same feed through as the Wise probe.
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window. The viewing port positioned the fiber optic input at

approximately 1 cm above the wafer chuck at the reactor

wall.

D. Floating Langmuir probe

Electrical properties of these discharges were measured

using a floating Langmuir probe called a “Wise Probe” (WP)

manufactured by P&A Solutions.17 The WP was inserted

into the reactor using the same access port as the Verity

SD1024D. We chose to use the WP because it has the capa-

bility to measure both the ion current density (ion density)

and electron temperature in “dirty” environments. The probe

operates by blocking the DC component of the output signal

and only using the AC components. As a result, the perform-

ance of the WP is not adversely affected by thin deposits

(even insulating deposits) on the probe tip.17 A differential

amplifier and resistor are used to measure the output current

and a fast Fourier transform is used to separate the signal

into harmonic components. By comparing the ratios of the

first and second harmonics, the electron temperature can be

estimated. By using the first harmonic of the probe and by

knowing the collection surface area of the probe tip and

Bohm velocity of the incoming ions, the ion density can be

estimated from the ion current density (ICD). This allows

the WP to be used in processes where the effects of polymer-

ization would normally prevent Langmuir probe operation.

E. Scanning electron microscopy

Cross-sections of the trenches etched in the silicon sam-

ples were visually inspected using a Hitachi S4800 SEM.

This SEM has a resolution of 50 nm. Prior to loading into

the SEM, the samples were first cleaved using a Sela Micro

Cleaving Station MC200. The cleaved cross sections were

coated with 5–10 Å of iridium using an Emitech K575X

sample coater. All trench depth measurements were made

between the “bottom center” of the trench and the underside

of the silicon dioxide layer. Figure 2 shows typical SEM

measurements for trench depth (right) and undercut (left).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Plasma dependencies on the SF6/C4F8 flow ratio

Figure 3 contains plots of the optical emission spectrums

of SF6/Ar, SF6/C4F8/Ar, and C4F8/Ar plasmas, which we

will use to identify selected emission lines and facilitate

direct comparisons. The bias power was 20 W, and the total

gas flow rate was 55 sccm, of which 9% (5 sccm) was Ar.

The spectrums for SF6/Ar and C4F8/Ar are mostly as

expected, except that very small amounts of contamination

from one gas into the other are evident in both cases. (For

example, very small signals from S are evident in C4F8/Ar

while very small signals from CF2 are found in SF6/Ar.)

The C4F8/Ar plasma has a much larger broad-background

emission than either the SF6/Ar or mixture plasmas. Others

have also seen a broad-background emission,5,9,23 and we

speculate that this is due to the presence of larger CxFy mole-

cules in the plasma emitting over characteristically larger

spectral regions. This broad background emission intensity

decreases by roughly a factor of four as SF6 is added to the

C4F8/Ar plasma. One can see this decrease best by compar-

ing the C4F8/Ar and SF6/C4F8/Ar plasma spectrums between

600 and 800 nm in Fig. 3. The baseline value decreases from

roughly 600 (a.u.) to 150 (a.u.) in this region.

The spectrum for the equal parts mixture, while having

several similarities to the “pure” plasmas has large-scale dif-

ferences as well. The most significant differences include:

The reduction of the broad background signal, large reduc-

tions in C2, and C3 emission intensities and the emergence of

a CS peak at 257.6 nm (Refs. 24 and 25) as well as a peak at

�267 nm, which appears to be an overlap of CS (266.3 and

267.7 nm lines) and CF2 (267.6 nm).24 We have not found

the CS spectral lines identified in prior plasma etching inves-

tigations involving C4F8 and SF6 gas mixture plasmas but a

recent article on the addition of carbonyl sulfide to O2 plas-

mas for etching amorphous carbon films identified this peak

and discussed the potential importance of “carbon sulfide

related” films in forming sidewall passivation for that chem-

istry.25 Finally, we note that we were unable to find any evi-

dence of atomic C, O, O2, or F2 in these plasmas.

FIG. 2. SEM images of etched trenches. The right hand side image shows

trench depth measurements, and the left hand side image shows a typical

undercut measurement.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Spectra from plasmas through SF6/Ar (50/5 sccm),

SF6/C4F8/Ar (25/25/5 sccm), and C4F8/Ar (50/5 sccm). The numbers iden-

tify various peaks in the spectra. (1) CF2, (2) CS, (3) An overlap of CS and

CF2, (4) a region of overlap between SFx and CFx emissions, (5) S, (6) C3,

(7) C2 which overlaps a S line, (8) C2, (9) C2, and (10) F, Ar, and S lines.

041302-3 Bates et al.: Silicon etch using SF6/C4F8/Ar gas mixtures 041302-3
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We chose key emission wavelengths from these spectra

and examined their dependencies as a function of the percent

C4F8 gas flow. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Given the

0.5 nm resolution of the spectrometer, the wavelengths we

chose to measure for the various species were: Ar

(750.5 nm),26 F (704 nm),26 CF2 (252 nm),24 C2 (516 nm),24

C3 (405 nm),24 CS (258 nm),24,25 SFx (293 nm),24 S

(528 nm),26 and CSþCF2 (267 nm).24 The large background

optical emission intensity (OEI) due to larger molecules and

the large variation in that background OEI had to be sub-

tracted from each line. For all but the SFx OEI measurements,

we subtracted this background by choosing the nearest possi-

ble adjacent wavelengths, which had no evidence of a signal

peak at any of the flow rate mixtures. Unfortunately, the pres-

ence of large numbers of CF2 peaks immediately adjacent to

the SFx peak made such a selection impossible. As a result,

the SFx OEI measurements are mildly affected by the pres-

ence of CF2 emissions as will be discussed later.

The plots in Fig. 4 are actually the OEI of the chosen

wavelength divided by the OEI of the �750.4 nm Ar line

{(2P0
1=2)4p � (2P0

1=2)4s}.26 Forming this ratio allows one to

use actinometry18,19 on the atomic fluorine line and a

quasi-actinometry on the other lines. While one can have a

reasonable expectation of accuracy in the obtained density

of F using actinometry with Ar; it is only possible to exam-

ine trends in the densities of the other species since their

transition energies are not as well aligned with the transition

energy of the argon line. Given the large scale variations in

the gas flow rate percentages (from SF6/Ar to C4F8/Ar), it is

certainly possible that the electron energy distribution func-

tion could change significantly making the use of actinome-

try for the other lines less accurate. The “OEI-ratio” is still

valid of course; it just might be more loosely correlated to

the species’ densities than it is for F.

The OEI-ratios shown in Fig. 4 were obtained during a

single experiment by making step variations in the percent-

age C4F8 flow rate, waiting �20 s for the plasma to stabilize

and then averaging the signals for �10 s. The spectrometer

recorded the spectrum every 20 ms throughout the entire

experiment, but only the last 10 s of each period was aver-

aged (postprocess) to form Fig. 4. In each step, the C4F8

flow rate set-point was increased by 2.5 sccm and the SF6

flow rate set-point was simultaneously reduced by 2.5 sccm.

This resulted in a total of 21 steps going from SF6/Ar – 50/5

sccm (0%) to C4F8/Ar – 50/5 sccm (91%). Given the con-

stant 5 sccm of Ar in the gas flow, the largest possible per-

centage of C4F8 in the gas flow is 91%. We specifically

chose to step from SF6/Ar to C4F8/Ar because the C4F8

plasma deposits a fluorocarbon film which would have con-

taminated the SF6 plasma, while the SF6/Ar plasma was

expected to be “cleaner.” As one can see in Figs. 4(a) and

4(b), there is still evidence of carbon (CF2) in the SF6/Ar

plasma (at 0%) coming from prior plasma runs even though

we used an O2 plasma-clean immediately prior to the start of

the experiment. The carbon containing OEI-ratios decrease

in time during the SF6/Ar plasma as the plasma etches away

that small amount of remaining fluorocarbon deposit.

The CF2, C2, and C3 OEI-ratios are shown in Fig. 4(a)

and help to describe the unique features of that data. One can

see that the signals from CF2, C2, and C3 in Fig. 4(a) remain

small for the first three data points (0%, 4.5%, and 9%). This

is because the reactor’s C4F8 flow controller had difficulty

opening for the 0, 2.5, and 5 sccm flow rates specified during

those times. As a result, there was a variation in the SF6 flow

rate from 50 to 47.5 to 45 sccm, but no addition of C4F8

occurred. Likewise, the last three data points (at 82%,

86.5%, and 91%) demonstrate that the SF6 flow controller

had essentially the same problem. It was unable to remain

open for SF6 flow rate settings of 5, 2.5, and 0 sccm causing

the plasma to have only C4F8 at flow rates of 45, 47.5, and

finally 50 sccm (along with 5 sccm Ar). While this flow con-

troller issue was known independently, the results shown in

Fig. 4(a) clearly demonstrate it. One can clearly see a large

increase in CF2 OEI as soon as the C4F8 gas flow actually

turns on. Likewise, the S and SFx OEIs quickly disappear

when the SF6 flow cuts off at 82% in Fig. 4(c). (Note that the

FIG. 4. (Color online) OEI-ratios vs percentage flow of C4F8 in SF6 gas mix-

ture with Argon at 9%. (a) CF2, C2, and C3, (b) CSþCF2, and CS, and (c)

F, S, and SFx emission lines are shown. Arrows next to legend correspond to

left or right vertical axis. Machine parameters used were ICP power 750 W,

RF bias power 20 W, and pressure 7 mTorr.
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SFx OEI even becomes negative as the SFx peak becomes a

valley due to adjacent CF2 lines.)

Once the C4F8 gas flow controller turns on, the CF2

OEI-ratio becomes significant. It slowly, but monotonically,

increases with C4F8 gas flow rate from 14% to 77% as one

might reasonably expect since C4F8 is a primary source of

CF2.14,15 We note that the OEI-ratio appears to be saturating

as the C4F8 flow approaches 77%. At 82%, there is a small

(and we believe anomalous) drop-down in the CF2 OEI but

then it quickly recovers to essentially the prior level for the

final two data-points. That drop-down at 82% occurs when

the SF6 flow controller first turns off, leaving a momentary

deficit of 5 sccm in the total gas flow. (The 82% data-point

had SF6/C4F8/Ar flows¼ 45/0/5 instead of 45/5/5.) As a

result, a gas pressure fluctuation as well as some matching

network fluctuations occurred. In addition, the Ar percentage

increased to 10% from 9%. This leads to an observed spike

in the Ar OEI and a decrease in the CF2 OEI-ratio even

though the absolute CF2 OEI actually increases and suggests

that there was not a significant decrease in the CF2 density.

While this seems the most likely cause, and is consistent

with the gas phase production of CF2 from C4F8 (and C2F4),

alternative explanations also exist. In particular, CFx radicals

can be produced at the walls of the reactor and could depend

upon the films there.27–29

In contrast to the small dropdown in CF2 at 82%, the C2

and C3 OEI-ratios increase dramatically at 82% and beyond

(C2 by a factor of 5.3, C3 by a factor of 18 or more). This

increase is made clearly evident because the C2 and C3

OEI-ratios remain very small while SF6 is flowing. The C2

OEI-ratio is nonzero and increases with increasing C4F8 flow

in a nonlinear fashion (while SF6 is flowing), but the C3

OEI-ratio remains essentially indistinguishable from zero.

C2 and C3 might be produced in the gas phase or on surfaces

from a fluorocarbon (FC) film.29,30 It has been unclear what

the primary loss mechanism(s) might be.

The behavior of the CF2, C2, and C3 OEI-ratios is a result

of their production and loss mechanisms and consequently

must give information on the kinetics. In particular, the

behavior of CF2 indicates that fluorination reactions are

probably not the primary loss mechanism for C2 and C3

because the CF2 OEI-ratio (density) remains essentially con-

stant when the SF6 flow shuts off at 82% C4F8. The large

increase in C2 and C3 OEI-ratios when the SF6 flow shuts off

is consistent with SF6 products either preventing the produc-

tion of C2 and C3 or converting them to something else; but

the constancy of the CF2 OEI-ratio at the same time is incon-

sistent with a conversion process involving fluorination. If

SF6 products are converting C2 and C3 to CFx (including

CF2), then the CF2 OEI-ratio ought to decrease once the SF6

flow is turned off since that CF2 production mechanism will

have been removed. Instead, the CF2 OEI at 86% and 91%

remain essentially the same as at 77%. This indicates that

some other mechanism besides fluorination is dominant for

controlling the C2 and C3 densities in the mixed plasma.

It may be that the production of CS is important in con-

trolling the C2 and C3 densities. Figure 4(b) shows that the

CS OEI-ratio is large whenever there is both SF6 and C4F8

flowing into the glow. As soon as one or the other is turned

off, the CS signal reduces quickly to zero. This indicates that

the kinetic processes involved in the formation of C2 (and

C3) can be redirected by the presence of S and SFx to form

CS (and potentially CxSy or CxSyFz too). The CS OEI-ratio

peaks at roughly 30–40% C4F8 flow—corresponding to a

C4F8 flow rate between 0.5 and 0.8 of the SF6 flow rate. We

note that the presence of S and SFx might affect either the

production mechanism (in the gas phase or on surfaces) or

cause conversion after production. We also note that multi-

ple lines show the same behavior. For example, the mixed

CSþCF2 OEI-ratio at 267 nm shows the behavior of both

molecules.

If carbons are preferentially converted to CS in mixed

SF6/C4F8 plasmas, then the OEI-ratios for S, SFx, and F

must also be consistent with this mechanism. Figure 4(c)

shows those dependencies as a function of the percent flow

rate of C4F8. All three decrease with increasing C4F8 flow,

indicating that C4F8 additions act to reduce (control) the

amount of SF6 byproducts in the plasma. The F OEI-ratio

decrease is very substantial; reducing by a factor of 5 from

0% to 91% C4F8 flow. In addition, all three OEI-ratios

exhibit substantial drop-downs when the C4F8 flow first turns

on at the fourth data point. The drop is �15% for F, 33% for

S, and 37% for SFx. The larger decreases for S and SFx are

consistent with the simultaneous large increase in the CS

OEI-ratio and consistent with sulfur containing molecules

being quickly converted to carbon-sulfides in the mixed

plasma. Even though the SFx, drop is the largest, and the S

and SFx OEI-ratios cross over one another at roughly 50%

C4F8 flow rate, it is not clear that SFx is more important in

forming carbon sulfides because the SFx OEI-ratio is

affected by CF2 emissions. This can be seen in the fact that

this OEI-ratio is the only one to become negative once the

SF6 flow turns off. It could be that the increase in CF2 den-

sity with increasing C4F8 flow is at least a partial cause of

the larger drop and faster decrease in SFx OEI-ratio than S

OEI-ratio.

The fluorine OEI-ratio in Fig. 4(c) can be related to the F

density via actinometry,18,19 and the results are shown in

Fig. 5. The estimated F densities fit well with expectations.

We have divided the flow into three zones in this figure in

order to highlight the fact that we have only SF6/Ar in zone

1, only C4F8/Ar in zone 3, and the indicated mixture in zone

2. We see a decrease in the F density in zone 1 as the SF6

flow rate decreases (for a constant Ar flow rate). This is as

expected and can be fit by a linear dependence with intercept

at 91% (where the SF6 flow rate first becomes zero). The dif-

ference between this fit line and the measured F densities

gives a first order estimate of the effect of adding C4F8 to

SF6/Ar plasma. At low C4F8 flows, it reduces the F density

while at large percentage flows, F is formed from the C4F8

but at much lower levels than possible from SF6. The overall

reduction (from 0% to 91% C4F8) is a factor of 5.5.

Measurements of the ICD and electron temperature (Te)

were also made in the vicinity of the wafer chuck as a func-

tion of the gas mixture. They are shown in Fig. 6. These

measurements could not be obtained at the same time as the
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OES measurements due to experimental limitations; how-

ever, the experimental procedure was made to be as similar

as possible. The first four data points of the ICD (at the low-

est percentage flow settings for C4F8) are at approximately

1.6–1.7 mA/cm2. Between the fourth and fifth data points, a

substantial decrease occurred with the ICD dropping to

roughly 1.2 mA/cm2. We believe that this sudden drop was

due to the C4F8 flow first turning on between the fourth and

fifth data-points. For larger C4F8 percentages, the ICD

decreases by only a small amount, at most 20%. We do not

know why there is such a significant decrease in the ICD

when C4F8 is added to the SF6/Ar plasma. It could be due to

a variety of factors including an overall reduction in the

plasma density or an increase in the average ion mass. Such

a decrease would require a doubling of the ion mass when

C4F8 is added (assuming the ion density remained constant)

but models of SF6 and C4F8 plasmas indicate that the pre-

dominant ion masses are similar (and possibly even smaller

in C4F8).14,16 Therefore, a decrease in the ion density is the

most likely cause of the ICD decrease when C4F8 is added.

On the other hand, Te does not change significantly as

C4F8 is added. There are insignificant jumps in Te between

the fourth and fifth data points (when C4F8 turns on) and at

the end (when it is assumed that SF6 prematurely turned

off); however, there is not a significant variation measured

during the mixed plasma. This fact gives some added poten-

tial value to the measurements of the OEI-ratios. Since

the electron average energy is not varying strongly during

the experiment, one can have enhanced confidence that the

OEI-ratios do give reasonable estimates of the variations in

the species densities.

B. Etch profile dependencies on the SF6/C4F8 flow
ratio

Figure 7 shows example SEMs of etches performed at

four different percent C4F8 flows (14%, 41%, 77%, and

91%) at a constant total flow of 55 sccm. Figure 8 shows the

overall etch depth and feature undercut (immediately under

the oxide mask) for the same set of conditions. A set of 12

trench widths was etched simultaneously for each percentage

flow and results from the widest (left-column, 2 lm) and nar-

rowest (right-column, 0.53 lm) trenches are shown. The

91% C4F8 plasma (C4F8/Ar) does not etch Si under these

conditions but instead causes the deposition of a filamentary

film along the oxide mask sidewalls and a compact film at

the bottom as seen in Fig. 7(d). This characteristic of the

deposited film is a clear indication of an ion-enhanced pro-

cess.21,22 The deposition is either caused by incoming ions

sticking at the locations where they first impact on the sur-

face or by ions opening surface sites where neutral mole-

cules stick and react.21,22 Ion enhanced deposition is also the

cause of the large voids at the bottom corners of the wider

mask opening.

There is a net Si etch whenever both SF6 and C4F8 are

flowing for all the conditions that we were able to test. The

etch process is largely isotropic and quickly undercuts the

oxide mask for all trench dimensions when only SF6/Ar is

flowing. This makes quantitative measurements less precise.

The addition of as little as 14% C4F8 reduces this undercut

as can be seen in Fig. 7(a). While 14% C4F8 is not enough to

prevent sidewall etch-through of the widest trenches, it does

prevent sidewall etch-through for the narrowest trenches.

FIG. 6. Effects from percentage flow of C4F8 in SF6 gas mixture with argon

at 9% on (a) ion current density and (b) electron temperature. Machine pa-

rameters used were ICP power 750 W, RF bias 20 W, and pressure 7 mTorr.

Mass flow controller indicated zero flow of C4F8 for first four data points

and zero flow for SF6 on last three data points.

FIG. 5. Fluorine density vs percentage flow of C4F8 in SF6 gas mixture with

argon at 9%. Operational parameters used were ICP power 750 W, RF bias

power 20 W, and pressure 7 mTorr. Mass flow controller indicated zero flow

of C4F8 for the first three data points and zero flow for SF6 on the last three

data points.
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The undercut immediately under the oxide mask is 0.13 lm

for the narrowest trench in Fig. 7(a) and roughly 0.38 lm for

the largest as shown in Fig. 8(b). This difference indicates

that the density of the isotropic etchant specie (atomic F) is

already lower in the narrow trench than the wide trench, pre-

sumably due to the aspect ratio (AR) of the oxide mask. In

addition, the sidewalls of the narrow trenches are rough

while the bottom is smooth for 14% C4F8. Rough sidewalls

are generally thought to indicate either imperfect passivation

there or mask sputtering.21,22 The narrow trench sidewalls

also exhibit significant bowing, which indicates that ions

continue to play a significant role in the etch process. Ions

deflecting off the tapered oxide mask can reach the trench

sidewalls and assist in removing the protective FC film. This

allows atomic F to etch the sidewall and causes the bowing

provided the deposition rate is not too large. Increasing the

flow of C4F8 to 41% removes most of the undercut, bowing,

and sidewall roughness while the overall etch rate of the

wide trench is reduced by only 18% as seen in Fig. 7(b). All

of the undercut and bowing is removed at 77% C4F8, but the

etch rate is only 1/5th of that at 14% C4F8 and feature taper-

ing is starting in the narrow trench as seen in Fig. 7(c).

Feature tapering is often considered a sign of too much

deposition in an ion-enhanced inhibitor etch process. The

etch rate and undercut reductions with increasing C4F8 can

be seen more clearly in Fig. 8. There is no etch, only deposi-

tion at the 91% C4F8 flow condition as noted above.

One can correlate the relative changes in the trench etch

profiles to those found in the plasma parameters (OEI-ratios

and ICD). These correlations can allow one to examine the

relative importance of various species in the trench etch

mechanisms. The relative change data is laid out in Table I

for three transitions (1) from 14% to 41% C4F8, (2) from

41% to 77%, and (3) from 77% to 91%. These transitions

were chosen so that a direct correlation could be made to the

SEMs shown in Fig. 7 and the profile measurements shown

in Fig. 8.

Between 14% and 41% C4F8, the etch depth decreases by

�18% and 9% for the wide and narrow trenches, respec-

tively. In comparison, the F-density decreases by �34%.

This is much larger than the etch depth decrease and indi-

cates that the F-density is not the limiting factor in the etch

rate at these smaller C4F8 fractions. In addition, if we assume

for a moment that the densities of carbon containing

FIG. 7. SEM images show the effects of percentage flow variations in

SF6/C4F8/Ar gas mixtures: (a) for 14% C4F8 in C4F8 /SF6/Ar; (b) for 41%

C4F8; (c) 77% C4F8; and (d) 91% C4F8. The Ar flow is held constant at 9%.

Machine parameters used were ICP power 750 W, RF bias 20 W, and pres-

sure 7 mTorr. Dashed line indicates location of silicon dioxide (SiO2) mask.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Effects from percentage flow variation on (a) trench

depth and (b) undercut. Trench depth was measured at bottom centered.

Undercut was measured directly under the mask at the top of each trench.

Machine parameters used were ICP power 750 W, RF bias 20 W, and pres-

sure 7 mTorr.
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molecules (CF2, CS, and C2) give one an estimate of the

relative FC film deposition rate, then the large relative

increases in those molecules also indicate that the etch depth

should have decreased substantially more than it did. The

apparent answer to this conundrum is the ion flux. The ion

flux decreases roughly 10%, which correlates well with the

decrease in the etch depth and points to an etch mechanism

which depends primarily on the ion flux. The ion enhanced

inhibitor etch mechanisms follows this dependence. The

plasma deposits film (inhibitor) on all trench walls. The dep-

osition rate is sufficient to significantly slow the etch by

F-atoms so that the overall etch rate is no longer determined

by the F-flux, but rather by the speed at which ion bombard-

ment can “clear away” the film. As a result, the correlation

indicates an ion-flux limited etch process between 14% and

41% C4F8. We note that the increase in the OEI-ratios of car-

bon containing molecules (and their assumed correlation to

the deposition rate) is also consistent with the observed

reduction in both undercut and bowing. Finally, the large

reduction in the F-density is consistent with the large reduc-

tion in undercut and bowing as well.

Between 41% and 77% C4F8, the etch depth decreases by

a much greater amount, �74% and 67% for the wide and

narrow trenches, respectively. In addition, the undercut and

bowing is removed but replaced by the beginning of feature

tapering. In comparison, the F-density decreases by �57%

and the ICD by 12%. Unlike the previous region, the relative

decrease in the F-atom density is now very similar to the

decrease in the trench etch depth while the change in the

ICD is much smaller. The OEI-ratios of carbon containing

molecules increase in this region as before. While CF2 and

CS increase by small amounts, C2 more than doubles. As a

result, it is tempting to attribute the reduction in the etch

depth to increased deposition, but we believe that the pri-

mary cause is actually the decrease in F. The reason why we

believe that the etch depth reduction is primarily related to

the decrease in the F-atom density in this region will be dis-

cussed in relation to Fig. 9 in Sec. III C. In brief, the only

carbon containing molecule which rises substantially from

41% to 77% is C2 and the data in Fig. 9 strongly indicate

that C2 does not contribute significantly to deposition. As a

result, the transition in this flow ratio regime appears to be

correlated best to the reduction in F with smaller contribu-

tions from enhanced deposition and reduced ICD. The reduc-

tion in undercut is also consistent with the reduction in F and

the increase in carbon containing species. The same can be

said of the feature tapering.

Between 77% and 91% C4F8, the etch turns into net depo-

sition of a fibrous film on the mask. The fibrous nature of the

film indicates that it is ion-flux dependent.21 Either ions are

depositing directly, or ions are opening surface sites for sub-

sequent deposition by neutral molecules. Depositing species

could include C3, but not CF2. There is almost no change in

the OEI-ratio of CF2 as the plasma changes from etching at

77% to deposition at 91%, indicating that CF2 does not cause

significant deposition from these plasmas. In addition, the

F-atom density is unchanged, indicating that F-atoms are not

a primary cause of the transition from etch to deposition

either. Thus, it appears that either molecules we cannot

detect (like C2F4 etc.) or ions are the primary cause of the

transition from etch to deposition.

C. Dependencies on total flow rate

In order to understand the production and loss mecha-

nisms of selected species, the OEI-ratios were measured as a

function of the total gas flow rate. One can obtain informa-

tion about the gas phase chemical kinetics by plotting

normalized OEI-ratios versus normalized ideal chamber

residence time at a constant percent flow of C4F8

(SF6/C4F8/Ar¼ 5/5/1 sccm¼ 45% C4F8 flow). Figure 9

shows that plot. The ideal chamber residence time is calcu-

lated as: sres ¼ PV=Q, where P is the gas pressure, V is the

TABLE I. Relative changes in trench etch depth, ICD, and OEI-ratios as the

percentage of C4F8 in the gas flow is increased. The relative changes are

grouped into three regions: 14–41%, 41–77%, and 77–91% C4F8 in SF6\Ar

gas mixture.

Percentage flow transition

Variables 14–41% 41–77% 77–91%

Etch depth:

2.0 lm 18%# 74%# Dep. Only

0.53 lm 9%# 67%# Dep. Only

ICD: 10%# 12%# NCa (<5%)

OEI-ratios:

F 34%# 57%# NCa (<5%)

S 33%# 49%# 74%#
SFX 44%# 94%# 100%#
CF2 40%" 15%" NCa (<5%)

CS 13%" 12%" 97%#
C2 68%" 206%" 850%"
C3 NCa NCa �1800%"

aNC: no change.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Effects of total flow on OES intensity ratio vs resi-

dence time. Machine parameters used were ICP power 750 W, RF bias

power 20 W, and pressure 7 mTorr. The total flow was varied from 22 to

110 sccm, where Ar was held at 9% of the total flow.
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chamber volume, and Q is the total input flow rate. The resi-

dence times in Fig. 9 were all normalized to the largest resi-

dence time at 22 sccm (corresponding to �0.36 s) and the

OEI-ratios were normalized to their values at 22 sccm.

The dashed line on Fig. 9 shows how the normalized den-

sity of a molecule with a constant production rate (independ-

ent of sres) should decrease as sres decreases (gas flow rate

increases). This straight line fits the behavior of the C2 mole-

cule OEI-ratio surprisingly well, indicating that the C2 pro-

duced in this plasma is primarily lost to the vacuum pump.

The fact that C2 follows the residence time loss so well indi-

cates that other loss mechanisms for C2 are at least an order

of magnitude slower. Other loss mechanisms include losses

by deposition on walls as well as gas phase reactions. Thus,

the dependence of C2 on sres leads to the somewhat surpris-

ing conclusion that C2 is not involved in deposition to any

significant degree.

Data residing above the dashed line indicates one of two

possibilities: (1) the production rate for that molecule

increases with decreasing sres (increasing gas flow rate) or

(2) the loss rate increases more slowly than the loss rate due

to gas pumping. This second possibility corresponds to the

case where a sres independent loss process (such as deposi-

tion on walls) is important in determining the species

density. The solid line on Fig. 9 models the behavior by

assuming a constant production rate G (independent of sres)

along with losses to both the vacuum pump (sres) and to dep-

osition on a wall (sw). The equation describing it is

dn

dt
¼ G� n

sres

� n

sw
; (1)

where

1

sw
� CS

uth

4

A

V

� �

for molecules, which stick on and/or react with walls.

(CS¼ a sticking or reaction coefficient, uth¼ the thermal

velocity and A/V is the ratio of the reactor surface area to

volume.1,14,16) The steady state solution for the normalized

species density then becomes

n

n22

¼ sres

s22

� �
�

1þ sw

s22

� �

sres

s22

þ sw

s22

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA; (2)

where n22 is the species density and s22 is value of sres at

22 sccm total flow, respectively. sres=s22 is the normalized

residence time, and n=n22 is the normalized species den-

sity, which roughly corresponds to the normalized

OEI-ratio. This equation fits the OEI-ratio dependency for

C2 when sw � 10 � s22 and the dependency of S when sw is

2.25 times greater than s22. (That is to say: when the wall

loss rate for S is 1/2.25 that of the pump loss rate at 22

sccm total flow.) All possible values for sw result in plots

like that shown for S and C2. The shape is always similar

and cannot be made to fit a “saturation” behavior (like that

of CF2).

Fitting the behavior of all of the remaining species plotted

in Fig. 9 required a production term, G, which increases as

sres decreases. The dashed–dotted line on Fig. 9 shows an

example of such a fit to CF2. We can only speculate on why

an increasing G with decreasing sres would be required to fit

these OEI-ratios. We note that the ICP power, bias power,

pressure, gas flow rate ratios, ICD, and Te were all approxi-

mately constant during the experiment. Our speculation is

that as sres decreases C4F8 and SF6 become an increasing

fraction of the gas in the reactor. As a consequence, mole-

cules which primarily come from direct reactions on C4F8

and SF6 could have an increased generation rate. Molecules

which are produced in other ways might act differently.

Figure 9 also demonstrates that as the gas residence time

decreases, the relative OEI-ratios for the species in the

plasma change by a small amount. In particular, C2 and S

reduce relative to CF2, F, SFx, and CS. These changes result

in only small differences in both the plasma parameters

(ICD and Te) and the etch profile (trench depth, undercut).

D. Dependencies on RF bias power

We also examined the effect of RF bias power on the etch

process. Figure 10 shows the DC bias voltage developed on

the wafer chuck along with the erosion depth of the silicon

dioxide (SiO2) mask layer as a function of the applied RF

bias power. The DC bias voltage increases reasonably close

to linearly with applied RF bias power. A nearly linear rise

is consistent with the plasma parameters measured using the

Wise-probe Langmuir probe, which exhibited little variation

over this RF bias power range (ICD� 0.96 6 0.03 mA/cm2

and Te� 3.92 6 0.03 eV). It indicates that the majority of the

RF energy is deposited into accelerating ions in the sheath

and that less power is going into energizing the electrons

(Te) and causing dissociation, excitation and ionization. This

is also consistent with the spectroscopic measurements,

FIG. 10. (Color online) Silicon dioxide etched (removed) and DC bias vs RF

bias. Machine parameters used were ICP power 750 W, flow SF6/C4F8/Ar –

20/20/5 sccm, and pressure 7 mTorr. Intercept of y-axis indicates that the

voltage is approximately 8 VDC at RF bias of zero (0) Watts.
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which indicated only small changes in the OEIs (< 10%)

and almost no change in the OEI-ratios as the bias power is

increased. If significant power was being deposited into the

plasma electrons, one should expect to see the Ar OEI

increase, but only a very small increase was found. The larg-

est change in OEI occurred for C2, which increased by

almost 10% as the RF bias increased from 0 to 50 W. This

increase might be consistent with a surface production mech-

anism whereby ions sputter C2 into the gas phase. On the

other hand, the small increase in the C2 OEI was balanced

by a smaller increase in the Ar OEI so that the OEI-ratio

showed no significant trend above the noise level. The

increasing RF bias voltage with RF bias power is also

consistent with the increasing erosion of the SiO2 mask layer

shown in Fig. 10. Oxide etching is well known to increase as

the ion energy is increased and leads to decreasing selectiv-

ity of Si etch rate to the mask erosion.4

Figure 11 shows example trench profiles as a function of

the RF bias power. The trench etches very little when the

applied RF bias power is zero presumably because the ion

energy is too low to prevent even a small deposition rate

from significantly inhibiting the etch process. This can be

seen in the profile since the trench bottom is rough while the

sidewalls are smooth. A small ion enhanced deposition rate

on the trench bottom causes micromasking because the ion

energy is too low to effectively remove it. The deposit does

not affect the sidewalls, which are etched smoothly by

atomic F atoms. As soon as one turns on even 10 W of bias

power, the trench depth increases significantly and remains

similar for all bias powers up to 50 W. We found similar

levels of change in the depths of the narrowest trenches as

well. As the bias power is increased to 50 W, the trench pro-

files change. Between 10 and 30 W, the profile is acceptable

with lower undercut and bowing at the trench top. Above

30 W, however, the trench profile begins to exhibit both

increased sidewall bowing and sidewall roughness. This

occurs as the oxide mask erosion becomes significant. One

can see in Figs. 11(e) and 11(f) the effects of the enhanced

mask erosion and faceting. This erosion can cause oxide to

be sputtered onto the trench sidewalls causing the sidewall

roughening as well as direct ion bombardment of the trench

sidewalls causing the enhanced sidewall etch and bowing.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SF6/C4F8/Ar plasmas are finding increasing use in etching

Si both in time multiplexed and in continuous processes.

Plasmas through these gas mixtures have complex chemical

kinetics, which has been studied relatively little to date. In

order to begin examining the chemical kinetics in these gas

mixtures, we measured the optical emission line intensities

of Ar, F, CF2, C2, C3, CS, S, and SFx as a function of gas

flow rates and RF bias. The plasma parameters (ICD and Te)

as well as the etch results were also measured in order to

make detailed comparisons and correlations. In studying the

gas phase, plasma phase and surface phase; our interest was

to better understand the mechanisms that influence the etch-

ing of features in silicon substrates using these gas mixtures.

We followed the variations in the gas phase densities of

selected species through measuring their optical emission

intensities in ratio with that of Ar. We did this as the percent-

age C4F8 in the gas flow was varied as well as when the

C4F8 percentage was held constant but the total flow rate

was varied. We found that the addition of C4F8 to an SF6/Ar

plasma acts to reduce the availability of F as well as increase

the deposition of passivation film. In addition, sulfur effi-

ciently combines with carbon in the plasma to create a large

optical emission of CS and suppress optical emissions from

C2 and C3. CS appears whenever both SF6 and C4F8 are

flowing and quickly returns to zero whenever either one or

the other gas is shut off. We note that CS could act as a rea-

sonable monitor of SF6 mixing with C4F8 in time multi-

plexed plasma processes as a result. While both SF6 and

C4F8 are flowing, the C2 and C3 OEI-ratios remain small, but

their OEI-ratios rise dramatically as soon as the SF6 flow is

turned off. We speculate that S and SFx suppress the forma-

tion of C2 and C3 but it could be that C2 and C3 quickly react

with S and SFx to form other molecules too.

By following the relative changes in the OEI-ratios and

comparing to the process results for trench etch, we found

that CF2 is unlikely to be the cause of significant deposition

from these mixtures. In addition, the etch process appears to

be controlled by the ion flux more so than by the F density at

low fractional flows of C4F8. At large fractional flows of

C4F8, the etch process appears to be controlled more by the

F density than by the ion flux or deposition rate of passiva-

tion film. Measurements as a function of the total flow rate

provided insight into the potential loss mechanisms of gas

FIG. 11. SEM images shows the effects of RF bias variation for trench width

of 2.0 lm for (a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40, and (f) 50 W. Machine pa-

rameters used were ICP power 750 W, flow SF6/C4F8/Ar – 20/20/5 sccm,

and pressure 7 mTorr.
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phase species in the discharge. We found that the C2

OEI-ratio decreases with increasing total flow in a manner

that indicates C2 is predominantly lost to pumping and not to

deposition on walls or other phenomena. Conversely, S

appears to have a significant wall loss rate and CF2,

CSþCF2, F, and SFx indicate additional production as the

flow rate increases.

We also studied the influence of RF bias changes

(0–50 W) on gas phase and etch profiles. Measurements

show an increase in DC bias voltage and as a result an

increase in bombarding ion energies with increase in applied

bias power. This is consistent with the measured increase in

oxide mask erosion. From the etch profiles, we were able to

observe that from 10 to 30 W there was a pronounced

increase in the etch depth. Above 30 W, however, there was

only a minimal influence on the trench etch depth with

increasing RF bias power. On the other hand, there were no-

ticeable effects on profiles such as increased sidewall bow-

ing and sidewall roughness.
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